
 

 

 

Easy Beanie Hat Pattern for Ben 

This pattern is great for a beginner and I’ve put it together to encourage 

fellow crocheters to consider making hats for the homeless this winter in 

honour of my dear nephew Ben who passed away at just 18 years of age 

this December from complications resulting from undiagnosed diabetes. 

Before he passed away Ben had been involved in a community project 

collecting warm clothing and other items for the homeless, his last wish was 

to give something back to the world and make a small difference.  

You will need 

Any chunky yarn or two strands of Double Knit in any colour 
9mm crochet hook 
Scissors and yarn needle 
Pompom maker optional 
 

There is a video tutorial for this beanie on the Crafty Little Things You Tube Channel which demonstrates how to make the hat and also how 

to make and attach a pompom and follows this pattern exactly including the final row of SC trim.  

This pattern uses US terms throughout where a SC is a Single Crochet, a UK Double, DC is a Double Crochet, a UK Treble, SL is a slip stich, CH 

is chain  

Begin by making a magic circle or chain 4 and slip stitch to first chain to make a ring 

Round 1 After making the magic ring or circle whichever way you choose chain 2 and then DC 9 into the ring (9 stitches) 
 

Round 2 2 DC into the top of the first DC from the previous round and then crochet 2 DC into each stitch around (18 stitches) 
Round 3 2 DC into the top of the first DC from the previous round and then crochet 2 DC into each stitch around (36 stitches) 
Round 4 1 DC into top of the first DC from the previous round and then crochet 1 DC into each stitch around (36 stitches) 
Round 5-10 Repeat Round 4 – you can increase the number of rows if you want a deeper hat or if you want to have a turn up 

brim 
Round 11 Finish off and change colour. SC in each stitch around to create a contrast edging. 
  
 Finish off and sew in ends. You can add a pompom or you can add flowers, buttons, bows if you wish. You can use a 

single colour, two colours or a range of colours to make this hat, simply finish a row and fasten off and then add the 
new colour by tying it on to the next stitch. If you do make any of these do share on Instagram and 
#craftylittlethinsuk so I can see what you come up with. 
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